1. ___ Electronic "Eye of the storm." (6 pts)
2. ___ As many pencils in one person's hair as possible. (1/2 pts per, 40 pts max)
3. ___ A full-sized door complete with a doggie door. (35 pts)
4. ___ A well worn rabbit's foot. (2 pts)
5. ___ As many different Star Wars™ action figures as possible. (2 pts per, 32 pts max)
6. ___ How was I. W. Colburn connected with the U of C? (1 pt)
7. ___ An instrument for measuring body fat. (6 pts)
8. ___ What is the rooster standing on at Montana Charlie's Little America Flea Market? (5 pts)
9. ___ A team member's car up on cinder blocks minus wheels. † (85 pts)
10. ___ Blood. Donate a pint to the United Blood Services on Friday, May 15th from 10AM to 7PM in the North Lounge of Reynolds Club or from 11AM to 8PM at the hemobile in Hutchins Court. Judges will be on hand to record your donation. (25 pts per pint, 500 pts max)
11. ___ Who is taller, Mayor M. Daley or WBBM's Larry Jacobsen? (1 pt)
12. ___ 25 feet of continuous bungee cord and a neck brace. (19 pts)
13. ___ Who was Miss University of Chicago in 1951? (1 pt)
14. ___ Pick the judges' pocket. During Sunday's judging, each judge will have a plastic ID holder in their back right pants/shorts pocket. You must take it from him/her without the judge noticing and give it to the Chief Judge. (64 pts)
15. ___ A red jacket from the Chicago Board of Trade. (16 pts)
16. ___ What is unique about the YMCA in Niles? (2 pts)
17. ___ A diving board. (must be at least 10 ft. in length and must be that ugly green color) (21 pts)
18. ___ What is interesting about a tree stump near the intersection of US 52 and Ill 23? (6 pts)
19. ___ A valet parking claim check from 172 West Madison. (18 pts)
20. ___ What is the key to faking out the parents?" (3 pts)
21. ___ A full-sized Ferrari. † (175 pts, 25 pts for models older than '81)
22. ___ What is the number of the trash dumpster at the Argonne Child Care Center? (3 pts)
23. ___ A person who can juggle one banana, one grapefruit and one grape. (25 pts)
24. ___ A pencil from Dick Blick. (with receipt) (5 pts)
25. ___ 60 Oreo™ cookies with the filling licked out. (9 pts)
27. ___ A team member singing "Twist and Shout" while wearing lederhosen. (20 pts)
28. ___ Where did Enrico Fermi stay in Chicago in 1942? (1 pt)
29. ___ A professional mime (with proof). He must describe his performance to the judge. (50 pts)
30. ___ What building is listed as #4 on the General Campus Map at Illinois State University? (1 pt)
31. ___ A map of the Chicago Freight Tunnel System. (11 pts)
32. ___ A professor with ID to act out a skit from "Wayne's World" complete with the terms "SCHWING" and "NOT" and the appropriate physical motions while wearing the Wayne's World hat. (45 pts)
33. ___ As many different styles of license plates from the same state as possible. (2 pts per, 20 pts max)
34. ___ 12 different colored U of Chicago validation cards. (17 pts)
35. ___ What's not allowed in the Cornell Grade School? (2 pts)
36. ___ A parrot hat. (15 pts)
37. ___ A kite with 20 blank checks attached to its tail. (5 pts)
38. ___ The answer to the question, "If the score is 0 to 0, who's winning?" (2 pts)
39. ___ One male and one female team member to look exactly alike from the back (height, clothes, and hair must be the same). (13 pts)
40. ___ The cover of a national news magazine which features the University of Chicago as the main picture. (3 pts)
41. ___ An electronic bug zapper. (11 pts)
42. ___ A rubbing of the Fireman's Prayer in front of the Cornell Volunteer Fire Station. (20 pts)
43. ___ An example of the item protected by US Patent 63920. (3 pts)
44. ___ A receipt from the Snow White Bakery and Deli, an apple, and Sominex. (10 pts)
45. ___ Human bowling. You provide ten pins, and a person dressed in black who sits on a skateboard to be pushed at the pins 20 ft. away by a team member wearing a bowling shirt with the name "Gus" stitched on it. † (50 pts, 10 pts bonus for a spare, 30 pts bonus for a strike)
46. ___ Green Tic-Tacs. (2 pts)
47. ___ A team member with an ear pierced as many times as possible. (3 pts per)
48. ___ What is the smallest crowd ever to attend a Major League Baseball game at Wrigley Field? (1 pt)
49. ___ An Empire™ Carpet representative with ID, samples, and a Michael Jordan basketball. (95 pts)
50. ___ What is the location of Capone's Secret Safe made famous by Geraldo. (2 pts)
51. ___ A Master Charge™ credit card. (20 pts)
52. ___ A meal of pancreas, cooked and eaten by a team member. (25 pts)
53. ___ The Unofficial Centennial Coloring Book, with all of the pictures colored-in with fluorescent marker. (6 pts)
54. ___ Where in Chicago can one find pieces of Anzio Beach, Normandy Beach, the Tower of London, and the Kyoto Gate? (3 pts)
55. ___ A school nurse dressed in white (must have signed verification). (55 pts)
56. ___ A denim jacket with fringe longer than 6 inches. (9 pts)
57. ___ A CPR dummy (no, not the nurse). (24 pts)
58. ___ What did the guitar replace outside the Hard Rock Cafe? (2 pts)
59. ___ A team member covered in Rice Crispies. Pour one gallon of milk over the team member's head. Must snap, crackle, and pop. † (56 pts)
60. ___ A charcoal rubbing of the Bartas grave at the cemetery just north of Campus, and what is unusual about the Bartases? (45 pts)
61. ___ A person with a valid fishing license in three states. (2 pts)
62. ___ A team member cracking a bull-whip. (5 pts)
63. ___ Describe the Argonne Animal Hospital Pet Relief Station. (12 pts)
64. ___ A "Caution: Slippery When Wet" floor sign. (15 pts)
65. ___ A broken Master Lock™. (11 pts)
66. ___ A street sign written entirely in a non-english language. (12 pts)
67. ___ Where did the University of Indiana library get its collection of Playboy and Penthouse magazines and why did they receive them? (3 pts)
68. ___ A Pub pass on the ID of a person under the age of 21. (4 pts)
69. ___ What are Chicago's Sister Cities? (2 pts)
70. ___ A blue pinto. (5 pts)
71. ___ A case of Sharp's beer, a bat, and a map of Grand Beach Michigan. (16 pts)
72. ___ A Gordie Howe Detroit Red Wings jersey. (9 pts)
73. ___ A hot tub, larger than a regular-sized bath tub. † (60 pts)
74. ___ Who is the world's greatest athlete, Dan or Dave? (explain your answer in an essay 50 words or less). (100 pts)
75. ___ A completed copy of the May 17, 1992 Chicago Tribune crossword puzzle. (20 pts)
76. ___ A Team member to re-enact the orgasm scene from “When
Harry Met Sally,” with sandwich. (69 pts)
77. ___ A list of the nineteen people who are represented by statues in
front of Rockefeller Chapel. (10 pts)
78 ___ A Geiger counter reading of the radiation level in the
Regenstein Library basement vending area. (7 pts)
79. ___ A lantern like the one Mrs. O’Leary’s cow knocked over. (3 pts)
80. ___ Proof of someone donating more than $100 in U. S. currency to
Jerry Brown’s presidential campaign. (10.0 pts)
81. ___ A car windshield with at least 50 bugs splattered on it. † (25
pts)
82. ___ How much does a day of snowtubing cost at Blackwell? (3 pts)
83. ___ Phone books from each of the U.S. time zones. (46 pts)
84. ___ What do these radio stations’ call letters stand for: WGN, WLS,
WBBM, WIND? (4 pts)
85. ___ A Carebear with one leg caught in a steel sawtooth spring trap.
(70 pts)
86. ___ The orange belt katya for Tae Kwon Do. (8 pts)
87. ___ What is the shortest legal commercial jet runway in the U.S.? (2 pts)
88. ___ A team member who can create distinguishable balloon
animals out of inflated condoms in two minutes. Condom
packages cannot be opened ahead of time. (One assumes that
each team can make at least one) (20 pts per)
89. ___ A shrubbery, not too expensive. (potted) (7 pts)
90. ___ A signature from the principal of Glenbrook North High School
on school letterhead. (40 pts)
91. ___ A model of the U505. (4 pts)
92. ___ Of the twelve amendments first proposed to the U.S.
Constitution, which is the only one that has not been ratified? (4 pts)
93. ___ A hurricane. (6 pts)
94. ___ What was the purpose for the tower portion of the Water
Tower? (2 pts)
95. ___ A motorized water pump. (23 pts)
96. ___ A brain burrito from El Gallo Deoro, eaten in two minute. (One
of the finest burritos). † (40 pts)
97. ___ Where is the oldest building in Chicago located? (1 pt)
98. ___ A person in stocks. (29 pts)
99. ___ What does FDR say about Lt. O’Hare on the plaque in concourse
G? (5 pts)
100. ___ How tall is the statue of Ceres, located at the Board of Trade? (6 pts)
101. ___ A blood pressure monitor and someone to use it accurately. (7 pts)
102. ___ A person with a tattoo in a location where it would be inappropriate to show mom. (18 pts)
103. ___ A Maroon Mascot. (5 pts)
104. ___ What important event in Native American affairs occurred at the U. of C. in 1962 and what U. of C. professor organized it? (2 pts)
105. ___ A team member with a mohawk, no wider than 2 inches. (4 pts)
106. ___ 99 bottles of beer on the wall, not the song. (22 pts)
107. ___ When was the last time Elvis Presley appeared on the Tonight Show with Johnny Carson? (5 pts)
108. ___ A sacrificial virgin. (35 pts)
109. ___ An eight inch floppy. (15 pts)
110. ___ How did firemen try to prevent Daniel Goodwin from ascending the John Hancock Tower in November 1981? (3 pts)
111. ___ An igloo made only out of ice. (must be enclosed, and include an entrance). † (4 pts per inch)
112. ___ The phrase “Shalom, y’all” translated into Hebrew. (10 pts)
113. ___ Two team members dressed and outfitted as “American Gothic” models. (pitchfork required). (35 pts)
114. ___ Give directions to the nearest 24-hour pay phone from the information booth on Bailey Road near Argonne National Laboratory. (5 pts)
115. ___ A Zone 25 parking permit. (11 pts)
116. ___ A jar of embalming fluid. (7 pts)
117. ___ Team members to re-enact the “Krazy Glue™” commercial. (You provide the helmet and the suspended beam). (73 pts)
118. ___ A Neighborhood Watch sign. (18 pts)
119. ___ A brochure for the Deep Tunnel project. (6 pts)
120. ___ An 8-track tape
121. ___ Which bus won the great CTA Bus Race on May 15, 1992? (2 pts)
122. ___ Someone to turn off an electric instrument by hitting it with a baseball from at least 8 ft. away. (2 tries) (10 pts)
123. ___ A chip cup from Casino Belle (35 pts)
124 ___ What is written on the sign nearest the Little Calumet Boat Dock? (8 pts)
125 ___ Someone with a valid driver’s license who can barely see over the dashboard of the car. (provide your vehicle) † (27 pts)
126. ___ Volunteer(s) at Reachout on Saturday, May 16th. (15 pts per, 75 pts max)
127. ____ What was the location proposed in the 50’s for a new site for the U. of C., in response to ongoing urban decay? (1 pt)
128. ____ A pocket watch and fob. (12 pts)
129. ____ Where and when was the first American Indian Center founded? (1 pt)
130. ____ A working grandfather and grandmother clocks. (90 pts)
131. ____ A receipt from Marshall Field’s dated the day of the flood. (17 pts)
132. ____ A book printed before 1750. (20 pts)
133. ____ What is the longest hole on any professional golf course? (1 pt)
134. ____ A can of Budwine™. (20 pts)
135. ____ A detention slip from any high school for skipping class. (2 pts)
136. ____ Where was Al Capone on May 18, 1950? (2 pts)
137. ____ Anything from the Franklin Mint. (20 pts)
138. ____ A real clock showing the correct time on the cover of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists. (non-digital) (3 pts)
139. ____ A human mannequin. (must stay in position for the duration of the judging for that page). (23 pts)
140. ____ Triplets singing “Danke Schon.” (27 pts)
141. ____ 20 uniquely Chicago plastic cups or mugs. (10 pts)
142. ____ A Weeble. (9 pts)
143. ____ A test tube from Baja Beach Club. (5 pts)
144. ____ An advertisement for a flood sale by a store not affected by the flood. (3 pts)
145. ____ A team member wearing only a swimsuit, with lipstick kiss marks covering all exposed skin. (to be applied in front of judge). (85 pts)
146. ____ Where is the start of Route 66 and a map showing the entire route? (6 pts)
147. ____ A two-headed coin. (4 pts)
148. ____ A menu from Dairy Queen™ in Diamond, Illinois. (11 pts)
149. ____ A par-3 score card from Lacoma Golf Course (15 pts)
150. ____ A bag of soft and warm gummy bears from a team member’s pocket. (3 pts)
151. ____ A Mike Royko article with the words “Governor Moonbeam” in it. (10 pts)
152. ____ Three different colors of white out. (6 pts)
153. ____ A letter of acceptance from someone going to Stanford University. (so long Gerhard). (4 pts)
154. ____ A walrus. † (10 pts)
155. ___ How much did the 1893 World's Colombian Exposition cost? (2 pts)
156. ___ What is the significance of the building the Newberry Library is in? (3 pts)
157. ___ Fried green tomatoes to be eaten by a team member. (20 pts)
158. ___ An authentic, full-sized cast iron bathtub. (222 pts)
159. ___ Who made the tires for the car encased in concrete on campus? (5 pts)
160. ___ A commercial satellite dish. (42 pts, 8 pts bonus if it says "Captain Midnight" on it)
161. ___ Human dentures stuck in an apple. (16 pts)
162. ___ Who is the only person to hit the scoreboard in Wrigley Field from home plate? (2 pts)
163. ___ A day pass to Heritage Trail (15 pts)
164. ___ A girl named Jennifer receiving flowers from someone named Bill. (must have ID). (4 pts)
165. ___ A shotgun wedding complete with the priest, bride, groom and father in appropriate attire. (don't forget the gun, unloaded, and not to be used against judges). (30 pts)
166. ___ A yarmulke with a team logo on it. (3 pts)
167. ___ A diorama of the 8 reindeer using items bearing the reindeer’s names which are not normally associated with reindeer. (40 pts)
168. ___ Who was to be told “to obey the Laws and uphold the Constitution” according to Stephen Douglas? (1 pt)
169. ___ What is the figure seated on and what animal is next to him in the statue of Hans Christian Andersen in Lincoln Park? (3 pts)
170. ___ A partially burnt matchbook from the Los Angeles Cafe (5 pts)
171. ___ CS, CN, or OC spray. (4 pts)
172. ___ What were the names of all the Presidential candidates on the 1992 Illinois Primary ballots. (5 pts)
172. ___ A luge sled. † (82 pts)
173. ___ A fur coat with a large circle and slash spray painted on it. (44 pts)
174. ___ What museum was originally housed in the Museum of Science and Industry building? (2 pts)
175. ___ A get well card signed by five Chicago Police officers. (8 pts)
176. ___ An anatomically correct Pee Wee Herman doll made from Play Do™. (11 pts)
177. ___ A farm toy from Dyersville National Farm Toy Museum. (30 pts)
178. ___ A sketch of a team member at CLIMAX. (15 pts)
179. ___ Where would one receive a diploma from the William S. Ogden School of Science? (2 pts)
180. ____ A team member dressed in a Playboy Bunny outfit and another team member dressed as a Chippendale dancer. (40 pts)
182. ____ A box of Quaker Oats™ with Hanna Gray's picture on it in place of the Quaker Oats man. (3 pts)
183. ____ Where was the 1958 Washington Promenade held? (1 pt)
184. ____ A pamphlet from the Argonne National Laboratory Visitor Reception Center. (4 pts)
185. ____ A letter of rejection from a state university undergraduate program. (10 pts)
186. ____ A Thighmaster™. (as advertised on TV). (12 pts)
187. ____ A matchbook from the Trall Inn in Campus with the title of song number 118 written on it and signed by one of the bartenders. (20 pts)
188. ____ A bushel and a peck. (6 pts)
189. ____ Quick-dry cement demonstrated in a Dixie cup full of water † (9 pts).
190. ____ A going away party for Hanna. (don't forget the gray balloons). (15 pts)
191. ____ What was the Bourgeois Capitalist Running dog Lackey Society? (3 pts)
192. ____ A team member to sing a non-winning entry of the U of C Alma Mater. (10 pts)
193. ____ A postcard from the baseball field in Dyersfield and whose initials are inscribed on the bleachers? (19 pts)
194. ____ A bucket car seat not in a car. † (25 pts)
195. ____ Who was the first American woman to capture an Olympic gold medal? What year and event? (2 pts, 4 pts bonus for identifying what she attributed her success to). (23 pts)
196. ____ A ticket for Midway Airlines, Eastern Airlines and Pan Am Airlines. (12 pts)
197. ____ A team member wearing a Ronald Reagan mask reading from Maos' Book of Sayings. (little red book) (10 pts)
198. ____ What is the community with the 1890 charm? (3 pts)
199. ____ The Trivial Pursuit™ card with the question, "What two hotel chains provided the names for two characters on the Muppet Show?" (36 pts)
200. ____ How did the Beer Riots start? (3 pts)
201. ____ What is behind the plaque on the statue in front of the Will County Courthouse? (3 pts)
202. ____ A mouse in a paper liferaft with the words "Great Chicago Flood" on it. (7 pts)
203. ___ A Scavenger Hunt Gregorian Chant to be written in English and performed by team members. (minimum 30 seconds). (31 pts)
204. ___ A brochure from U.S. Grant's birthplace in Galina. (12 pts)
205. ___ Where was the original Art Institute? (3 pts)
206. ___ A "Don't Blame Me, I Voted for McGovern" bumper sticker. (20 pts)
207. ___ Any cast member from the main stage of The Second City, with a Playbill for identification. (299 pts)
208. ___ A piece of candy from the Maid-Right Restaurant. (6 pts)
209. ___ How old is the only authentic ballot box in North Pier? (3 pts)
210. ___ A genuine piece of Mike Royko's stationary with the name and signature of his secretary. (70 pts)
211. ___ A jar of popwax. (4 pts)
212. ___ What is the largest paid attendance at Wrigley Field? (1 pt)
213. ___ A copy of the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act. (2 pts)
214. ___ What is unique about 5743 Dorchester? (2 pts)
215. ___ A rubber ducky that squeaks. (2 pts)
216. ___ A vial of water from the Chicago River. (2 pts)
217. ___ What is the carrying capacity, in persons per hour, of the elevators and escalators in Water Tower place? (7 pts)
218. ___ Bagpipes. (15 pts)
219. ___ What do the two plaques say on the spot in Chicago commemorating the "birthplace" of the atomic bomb? (7 pts)
220. ___ A team member who can read Braille. (the judge will provide a sentence to be translated). (32 pts)
221. ___ A Salad Shooter™. (8 pts)
222. ___ A Ronco™ pocket fisherman. (16 pts)
223. ___ Where is the Confederate Mound and what marks it? (2 pts)
224. ___ A driver's license traffic law book from Iowa. (20 pts)
225. ___ The percentage of ethanol in the unleaded gas at FS Fuel 24 and what is on the five signs along the road just east of there, written on the inside of a matchbook from FS Fuel 24 in Livingston County. (15 pts)
226. ___ Who was Emmett Till and what street is named after him? (3 pts)
227. ___ A limerick about the Chicago Flood (the dirtier, the better). (6 pts)
228. ___ A Dean. (6 pts)
229. ___ A liquor store receipt from Galina, Illinois with "U.S. Grant" written on it. (18 pts)
230. ___ A copy of "Song of DuPage" by Frank Earl Herrick. (9 pts)
231. ___ Who is "Attila the Hen?" (3 pts)
232. ___ How many aldermen were convicted on federal bribery charges between 1970 and 1987? (2 pts)
233. ___ A "2-Cartridge 105mm-Fuse for Howitzer" box from Myer's in Hanna City. (with receipt). (20 pts)
234. ___ Where and when was the first heart transplant performed? (2 pts)
235. ___ A Lazy Ike. (6 pts)
236. ___ A refund card from the Limestone Rest Area with corrections made for the actual vending machines. (7 pts)
237. ___ Seven team members inside a clean Port-a-Potty. † (157 pts)
238. ___ How much Cracker Jack™ is produced in Chicago daily? (2 pts)
239. ___ A keychain with a set of real keys (to real locks) that weighs over 5 lbs. (15 pts)
240. ___ What's the number seven reason to visit Pontiac, Illinois? (3 pts)
241. ___ A one eyed one horned flying purple people eater. No appeals. (14 pts)
242. ___ As of April 18th, compare (in 1992 dollars) the estimated costs of the Great Chicago Fire of 1871 and the Great Chicago Flood of 1992. (2 pts)
243. ___ A can of silly string from the Big Nasty. (4 pts)
244. ___ What is the name of the shop at the top of the escalators at the east entrance of the Cook County traffic court building? (3 pts)
245. ___ What is written on the sign at the future site of the Oak Lawn Crypt Garden? (2 pts)
246. ___ Where was the National Weather Services official observation site during the 1930's? (3 pts)
247. ___ A note from a Pulitzer Prize winner with a spelling error. (4 pts)
248. ___ What is the address of Hemingway's in Hyde Park? (1 pt)
249. ___ A motorized Coca-Cola™ machine. † (51 pts)
250. ___ What did James Dewar invent? (2 pts)
251. ___ On what date did the Bears play their first indoor football game? (2 pts)
252. ___ A person to dress up and dance like Jeanie from "I Dream of Jeanie" while two team members whistle the theme song. (14 pts)
253. ___ A book of meal coupons. (5 pts)
254. ___ How many Grammys has the Chicago Symphony won? (1 pt)
255. ___ An exploding golf ball and make it explode. † (7 pts)
256. ___ A dozen leeches and an extra-large roach from Moe's Bait in Coal City. (with receipt). (30 pts)
257. Matchbooks from Baba's Family Restaurants I and II. (4 pts)
258. A team member playing "Hail to the Chief" on a George Donnelly whistle. † (3 pts)
259. What is Mayor Richard M. Daley's pants size? (7 pts)
260. A city map of the city with the largest candy production in the USA. (1 pt)
261. A RIBCO calendar. (14 pts)
262. In what year was the canal between Chicago and Peru completed? (2 pts)
263. An admission ticket from the Sears Tower Observation Deck, the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, a Cubs game, and the Art Institute of Chicago. (8 pts)
264. Name all of the motorized vehicles in Chantilly Lace. (4 pts)
265. Playing cards from the President's Riverboat Casino. (20 pts)
266. How many miles is it to Ronald Reagan's Birthplace from Exit 45 on I-80? (3 pts)
267. Who is the Bureau County Fairgrounds flagpole dedicated to? (3 pts)
268. Canned goods donated to Salvation Army. Bring cans to judging day. (1/2 pt per, 50 pts max)
269. What does the Underground Inn house? (4 pts)
270. A menu from Chez Paul. (15 pts)
271. Who are the contractors building the Argonne Child Care Center? (6 pts)
272. A team member in a diving suit with a rubber plug at least 1 foot in diameter. (12 pts)
273. Who's "That Girl" and what play is she currently starring in? (2 pts)
274. A white picket fence made out of tongue depressors which sections off an area 1 ft by 1 ft of natural grass to be cut by a team member using nail clippers. (fence erected before judging, clipping done during judging). † (20 pts)
275. What are the colors of the fire hydrant nearest to the Visitor's Reception Center at Argonne National Laboratory? (3 pts)
276. A working barber's pole. (15 pts)
277. Where does the Limestone Rest Area nature trail lead to? (10 pts)
278. An application for employment as a Peoria County Jail Officer. (10 pts, 5 pts bonus is the application is completed)
279. The name "Chicago" is derived from the American Indian word "Checagou" (or "Eschikagou" for American Indian purists). What do these words mean? (2 pts)
280. What do all the symbols on the Chicago flag signify? (10 pts)
281. ___ A Pachemayer grip (empty, please). (5 pts)
282. ___ What is the man standing on in the design on the 1991 Governor's Hometown Award sign? (5 pts)
283. ___ A ticket stub from the "In Living Color" performance on May 15, 1992. (35 pts)
284. ___ What is significant about C. Hepp at the Caterpillar Plant outside Peoria at this time? (3 pts)
285. ___ Where in Chicago is the Clarence Darrow Memorial Bridge? (4 pts)
286. ___ What is inscribed on the column in front of the President's Riverboat Casino in Davenport? (5 pts)
287. ___ A copy of the Redbird Reader. (2 pts)
288. ___ A copy of "Tornado Safety Tips" and "1992 Annual Meeting of Stockholders" from the Caterpillar Plant outside Peoria. (6 pts)
289. ___ A garter from Nancy's Wedding World (with receipt). (10 pts)
290. ___ A number 3 pencil. (3 pts)
291. ___ As many Matchbox™ cars as possible. (20 points per; 10 point max). No excess allowed.
292. ___ A pencil (the one with all the numbers on it) and a bowling score sheet from the Bone Student Center/Braden Auditorium. (7 pts)
293. ___ What is next to the plaque on the statue in front of the Will County Courthouse? (5 pts)
294. ___ A two-way mirror. (must be at least 6" by 6") (23 pts)
295. ___ What is the name and manufacturer of the automatic gate opening machine at the fence along the road to the Information center at Exit 1 on I-80? (6 pts)
296. ___ How much did the contractor that sealed the hold in the Chicago River contribute to Mayor Daley's last campaign? (6 pts)
297. ___ How many picnic tables are at the Hanna City State Bank? (2 pts)
298. ___ What were the names and fates of the U. S. Navy "rigid" combat blimps used in WWII? (4 pts)
299. ___ A Hungry Hobo cup. (2 pts)
300. ___ Where is Carl Sandburg buried and what is written there? (4 pts)
301. ___ A piece of hardware from the Do It Center™ (with receipt). (15 pts)
302. ___ Who is credited with dubbing Chicago "the Windy City" and why? (4 pts)
303. ___ What are the five places with their times listed in RIBCO? (4 pts)
304. ___ A mobile from Taco John's. (22 pts)
305. ___ What did Carlos Montezuma receive from a Chicago college in 1889, and what was the significance? (2 pts)
306. ___ A William Tell Metrobank deposit envelope. (4 pts)
307. ___ What is the diameter of the circle (within 3 in.) around the "R" in the motto on the side of the Do It Center? (4 pts)
308. ___ What is ironic about the advertising at the back bar of Chantilly Lace in Rock Island? (15 pts)
309. ___ Gambling chips from the Rock Island Casino At The Boatworks. (25 pts)

310. ___ A working flint lock rifle with a team member who can describe how to load and fire it. (100 pts)
311. ___ What is the largest game animal on the second floor of RIBCO? (2 pts)
312. ___ What is building "D" at the Bureau County Fairgrounds meant to house? (5 pts)
313. ___ A long word, listed in the Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary (any version), excluding proper names and hyphenated words. (1 point per letter, 45 points max)
314. ___ What is the motto on the side of the Do It Center? (2 pts)